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ORIFICES ON BODIES OF REVOLUTION FOR

DETERMINATION OF STREAM STATIC PRESSURE

AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

By Morton Cooper and Clyde V. Hamilton ~ .

Experimental data obtained in the Langley 4- by b-foot supersonic
tunnel for a parabolic body of revolution of large fineness ratio at a

Mach number of 1.59 and a Reynolds number of 3.6 x 106 have been analyzed
to locate positions at which static-pressure orifices will indicate a
constant static pressure (stream static or otherwise) independent of the .
pitch-yaw attitude of the body. The results show that by locating two
ofiices at symmetrical radial positions with respect to the angle-of-
attack plane and by using a s~le pressure given by the average of the
two orMice readings, appreciable pitch-w ranges can be obtained while
a coqstant static pressure is ‘maintained. The proper radial positions
of the orifices va~ with the axial location. At the front of the body
tested, the proper radial positions are %7° measured from the bottom
of the body; at 1/3 of the body length, the locations are *52°; and at
the ~ diameter, the locations are *37.~0. For this Mach number
and at these stations, th~ mximum angles of attack obtainable within a

static-pressure error of 13 percent were 10°, 20°,
L

and 16°, -respectively.

These angle-of-attack limits were unchanged by yaw provided the yaw
afigleswere less than t~oj @o, and *SO, respectively.

INTRODUCTION

The accurate detemina tion of the free-stream static pressure in
airspeed-measurement systems invariably poses a difficult problem. In
general, static-pressure orifices, milidcetotal-pressure orifices, are
extremely sensitive to air-stream direction (reference 1) so that an
accurate measurement of the static pressure without previous knowledge
of the flow direction is exceedingly difficult. This problem has always
been present at subsonic speeds and has been recently reemphasized at
supersonic speeds in connection with aircraft ad missile flight.

. . . . . .. ..__. . .... . . . . .. —.. .— —— ----- —._—.—— -----
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Various techniques have been considered for detemhinn the free-
stream static pressures. The pitot-static tube is the most versatile “

since it can, in general, be used for both subsonic and supersonic speeds.
Limitation to incidence angles of the order of So because of static-
pressure errors is the pticipal drawback of the conventional pitot-
static tube. Free-floating mass-balanced tubes are, of course, ideal
solutions aerodynamically since, at all speeds, they eliminate pressure
errors due to the flow misalinement and, in addition, provide a direct
means for obtaining the flow angles. Mechanically, however, this type ,
of instrument is, at present, somewhat unwieldy and complicated for
many applications. For use at supersonic speeds, the cone (see refer-
ence 2, for example) also provides a means for determining the free-
stream pressures (l&ch number) and flow angles.

The present paper further considers some of the problems of deter-
-the free-stream static pressure from bodies of revolution for use
in atispeed systems at supersonic speeds. Bya simple application of
slender-body theory, points are located on a body where only very sml.1 ‘
pressure changes occur with incidence. These.points my then be considered
as the proper locations for static-pressure orifices. Experimental data ,
obtained during a detailed pressure-distribution investigation of a para-
bolic body of revolution at a Mach number of 1.59 and a Reynolds number

of 3.6 x 106 are then analyzed; the trends predicted are substantiated and 1

slight empirical motiications to the theoretical locations are indicated.
The results of this analysis maybe applied for the location of st.atic-
pressure vents on some missile and aircraft configurations or more gen-
erally in the design of static-pressure

SYMBOLS

Free-stream conditions:

P mass density of air

v airspeed

a speed of sound in air

M’ }bch number (V/a)

q -c pressure
()
1 V2
p

P static pressure

probes.

.
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Body geometry:
.

3

.

a

x

‘r=

r

r-

L

Pressure

P

F

. .

angle of attack of axis

angle of yaw of axis of

of body, degrees

body, degrees

incidence angle, angle between axis of body and relative wind;
radians in equations, degrees in figures and table

mximum ticidence angle, degrees ‘

radial angle of body measured from plane of incidence angle
(0° on sidp air-stream impinges;l~asitive counterclockwise
when viewed from rear, see fig. -

radial a&le of body measured from plane of angle of attack
(0° on side air-stream in@nges; positive counterclockwise
when viewed from rear; equal to @ when yaw is absent)

distance along axis of body measured from origin at nose

distance along as from nose to station of miimum thiclmess

radius of body at a given

radius of body at ~

length of body

data:

local static pressure

axial station

thiclmess ,.

,

[)PZ-Ppressure coefficient —
q ‘

local static pressure on surface of body in~ll.y symmetric
flow

pressure coefficient on surface of body in axially symmetric
flow

,.
incremental pressure coefficient due”to”incidence angle

(see eq~tion (1))
.,

‘.

,.
.

.

0’
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‘lhmnel.-The Langley 4-
closed-throat, stigle-return

.

AIT’ARATUS
1

by b-foot supersonic tunnel is a reclmgular,
wind tunnel designed for a nominal Wch num-

ber range froml.2 to 2.2. The test-section Mach number is variedby
deflecting horizontal flexible walls against a series of fixed interchange-
able templets which have been designed to produce @orm flow in the
test section. For the present investigation, the nozzle walls were set
fora test-section lkch number of 1.s9. For this Mach number, the test
section has a width of 4.5 feet and a height of 4.4 feet. Detailed cali-
brations of the test section have shown that the general flow propetiies
have a relatively high d~gree of tiormity. (See table I of reference 2.)

Model.- The test model, shown in figuxe 1, was a parabolic body of
revolution constructed of steel. The rear part of the model was cut off
at a station 42.0~ inches from the ap=; so that the over+dl fineness
ratio was reduced from 15 to 12.2. The experimental data presented in
this paper were obtained from a total of 24 static-pressure orfiices
0.020-inch in diameter; four orifices were spaced 90° apart radially at
each of the following longitudinal (x/L)-stations: 0.024, 0.167, 0.333, =
0.476, 0.618, and O.74.

Installation.- The model was sting-supported in the tunnel (fig. 2) :
and the incidence was varied in the horizontal plane. In order to define
accurately the radial pressure distributions at a given -1 station,
the model was rotited in fixed increments of approxb-mtely lSO h order
to provide a more detailed orifice coverage.

TESTS”J!NDCORRECTTONS

Tests.- The data were obtained for a range of ticidence angles from

0° to 36° at a &ch number of 1.59 anda Reynolds number of 3.60 X106
based on body length. The tunnel stagnation conditions were: pressure,
0.25 atmosphere; temperature, 11.OOF; and dew petit, -3~0 F. For these
test conditions, the calibration data of the test section indicate that
the effects of condensation on the flow over the ~del are probably
extremely smll.

Corrections.- Since the magnitu@s of the flow angle, Wch number,
and pressure gradients am small in the vicinity of The model, no correc-
tions for these effects have, in general, been applied to the data. A
specfiic illustration of the negligible influence of flow angularity on
the incidence angles is presented in reference 2. Angular co~ections
due to aerodynamic loads and model Ildrooplt(due to the weight of the
model) have been applied as discussed in reference 2. The ~
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magnitudeof these combined corrections
(unlike those reported in reference 2),
that the mcdel could be alined with the
incidence; consequently, no corrections

WaS 0.28°. For these tests
a syecial rig was installed so
air stream for the test at.zero
were necessary for this condition.

RESULTS ANOANAIYSIS

Basic considerations.-In order to.investigate the flow over an
inclined body and to locate a point where the pressure is independent
of angle of incidence, the body is treated as a slender body and the flow
over it is determined by a linearized approach. The presswe coefficient
at
by

.-
any point on the surface of an inclined body of revolution is given
(reference 3):

P ‘F+APicos@+(l- 4 sinw)62 (1)

where ~ is the pressure coefficient on the surface of the body when
the body axis is alined yith the air stream (references hand j), and

. AP is an incremental pressure coefficient due to incidence (references 4

I and 6). For slender bodies, & has the value ‘b%. Fquation (1) is,
i:

of course, not restricted to a cylindrical body inasmuch as the local
radius my be a function of x. The succeeding analysis, however, is
restricted primarily to a p’abolic body of revolution only because
experimental data are available for a detailed discussion of such a body.
The analysis, however, applies to the conventional cylindrical static-
pressm-ttie as a spec=l case. If
is imposed, the pressure coefficient
is given by:

the restriction-of a
in axially symmetric

parabolic body
supersonic flow

f

L

(2) ‘

.
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In order to establish a point on the body where the pressure is
equal to the free-stream static pressure, the coefficient P in equa-
tion (1) is zero by definition, and the radial position $ can be eval-

.

uated as a function.of the incidence angle, the body shape, and the Mach i
number to satisfy such.a requirement. The selection of P :qual to zero
is convenient because the orifice would then read free-stream static
pressure directly. Such a condition initially, however, @oses an
unnecessarily stringent requirement because, for low in~idences, the
static-pressure coefficient in axially symmetric flow P is always
greater than zero for the forward part of the body. The forward region,
thus, would automticallybe eliminated from consideration until some
finite incidence angle is reached where the additional terms due to
incidence (equation (l)) cancel the positive value of ~. fi order to
avoid this limitation, the requirement is established that P, the pres-
sure coefficient at an angle of attack must equal the zero-incidence
value ~; the correction to free-stream static pressure is then deter-
mined from equation (2) H a total-pressure-tubereading is available.

If P is set equal to ~ in equation (l), the radial position @
is given as a function of incidence and’body shape by:

n

-i

(3) ‘
,..

where the plus sign represents values on the upwind (first and’fourth --
quadrant) side and the minus sign represents values on the downwind
(second and third quadrant) side. This equati~n (plotted in fig. 3)
shows that the radial position P, where P = P, is a function solely

1 ~. Furthermore, Mof the parameter $ is to be tidependent of
“Edx

incidence, dr/dx must equal zero. The~theoretically ideal orifice

location therefore occurs at-the station of
()

&’
mximum diameter ~=0

and at a radial location of 30° or lsOO.

In order to check the validity of equation (3), experimental pres-
sure distributions have been analyzed for six stations along the bo@ for
a range of incidence angles. The locations of these stations are shown
in figure 1. A representative part of the experimental data for a sta-
tion located at ~ = 0.024 is plotted in figure h for incidence angles
Up to 16.1oo, Since the flow is essentially symmetrical with re;pect to
the Oo to 18oo axis for this station and incidence range, the horizontal
scale in figure 4 represents both positive and negative values of @.

,

.,-

.

1

—— —. . . — - ~ - -. ——.— .— -
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For each incidence angle G and each of the six stations (various dr/dx
values), the radial position @ where the pressure distribution inter-
sected tie G = O curve was read and plotted in figure 3; the individual
points are presented,in table 1. As can be seen from the experimental.-
theoretical comparison of figure 3, the results reduce substantially to
a single-pa~ter curve as predicted by theory; the experimental curve,
however, shows radial positions somewhat greater than theory and gives
an indication of the limits of the theory. Data for angles of incidence
much greater than 20° scatter appreciably and do not appear to reduce to
a single-parameter curve. Onlya limited amount of experimental data
exists for the branch of the theoretical curve corresponding to radial
positions greater than 100°. -Since the incidence angle c is positive,
points on this secondary branch of the curve must come prharily from
regions of the body having a negative slope (stations 0.618 and 0.71k).
The e~erimental data presented correspond to such stations. (See
tabel I.) For the higher angles of incidence, separation on the down-
wind side of the body for these stations prevents the ~tence of any
additional points.

The most noticeable discrepancies shown in figure 3 occur for the
.4 points at a low incidence angle, namely- G = 2.00°. These discrepancies

are precision limitations on the data reduction, as can be seen from
I figure ~, rather than limitat~ons on the theory. In order to.detemine1.
!’ the radial position for ‘P = P Yor 6 = 2.00° from figur% 4, it is

necessary to read the intersection point of two experimental curves which
,, intersect with a smll included angle. ,Even the slightest changes in

the fai.ringof either of these curves suffice to move the radial points
1 about 10° to lSO for the c = 2.00° results. From the over-al.lco~I
f parison presented in figure 3, the proper location for an orifice at

the m@mum diameter appears to be at a rahl position between 3s0 and
40°, perhaps at 37.g0. ~ ‘

Effects of body station on orfiice location.- In order to consider
the data of figure 3 more fully, three particul.ar reference stations
have been selected and the radial locations for P = ~ for these stitions
have been plotted as a function of incidence angle in figure ~. The

I

I

sy:$m; )- = O 61-4 for the theoretically ideal location also is included

. Although no data are available at this station, it is
sufficiently close to station 0.618 that differences in the results for
the two stations would be negligible for all practical purposes. From
practical considerations, two additional bracket~ curves (dashed lines)
representing a kO.01 difference in pressure coefficient from the axially
synnietricvalue have been added for each stition on figure S to serve as
sensitivity boundaries. If a’point is enclosed by these boundaries, this
point is assumed to indicate the static pressure. The value of 0.01 in

●

pressure coefficient (correspondingto a stitic-pressure error of approxi-

mately 13 percent at a Mach number of 1.59) was selected because it
4

-... - — ....——-..-— .—. .. _..—..- .-— .—.--- -- -— - - - — ~—-.— - - -- -—- - ---
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represents an overall limitation on the accuracy of the experimental
data. The corresponding experimental data for each curve have also been .

included in this figure. In general, the experhental data follow the
trends of the theoretical curves in the low-incidence,range (possibly up
to 7° to 10°) but diverge at higher angles, the theoretical curves being
consistently low above about 10° incidence. For these higher angles, of
course, the comparison with”a linearized theory is rather academic.

As was pointed out in co&ection with figure j, the theoretical
results predict values of the radial position which are too low. In
order to consider the effects of the precision limits on the reduction
of the data, some of the experimental data were replotted and refaired
completely independently of the first set. The final results from the
second data reduction are flagged in figure ~-and in subsequent figures.
It is evident from the scatter between the flagged andunflagged synibols
that the limitations on the accuracy of the reduction of the experimental
data are restricted to the lower angles as previously mentioned. Although
the theoretically ideal orfiice location occurs at station 0.614

(g=()), -figure ~ clearly indicates both experimentally and theoretically
.

&t reasonably high incidence angles can be obtained at the other sta-
tions without exceeding the prescribed precision limits. For example,
,according to the experimental data (fig. ~), an orifice located at sta-
tion 0.333 and at a radial position of ~2° would indicate a pressure

. ~,

coefficient within 0.01 of the zero incidence value up to about 21° inci-
dence. This point is illustrated more clearly in figure 6 which indicates
the useful incidence-angle range as a function of body station for a
ftied-orifice installation.

In figure 6(a), the theoretical ~ incidence angles are plotted
(solid line) as a function of body station; the corresponding ftied radial
positions are sho~m (solid line) in figure 6(b). Theoretically, an
ortiice located at the position shown in figure 6(b) will indicate a
pressure coefficient within 0.01 of the value at 0° incidence up to the
incidence a~le specified in figure 6(a). A linearized theory has been
used so that the curves are only indicative at best. Two sets of experi-
mental data have been presented in figure 6: one set (circles) indicates
the mximum value of c obtained for orifices located at the theoretical
radial positions and the second set (squares) corresponds to orifices
located at modMied radial positions. These modified positions were
selected on the basis of the experimental data of figures 3 and ~. For
both sets of data, the maximum incidence angles were obtained by plotting
the pressure coefficient as a function of incidence angle (figs. 7 and 8)
for the appropriate radial positions and by reading the intersection of
the resultant curve with the sensitivity boundary. (For example, see
fig. 8, station 0.333.) It is hmediately apparent that on the basis of ‘
the modified radial locations (figs. 6 or 8) reasonably high ticidence
angles are possible, the mgnitudes of which are summrized in the follow5ng ‘
table:

—— —.— -----.—
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station OrMice location
I&imum incidence angle for

3/L fl
assumed pressure coefficient

(deg)
sensitivity of 0.01

(deg)

0.024 67 “ 10
.333 52 21
.618 37.5 16

It should be noted (fig. 8) that, at station 0.333, where a mdnmm
incidence angle of 21° is obt@nable, the orifice indicates the free-
stream static pressure directly, that is, P = ~ ~ O. Although the high
values of the tabulated incidence angles are probably very close to the
opthum values, slight shifts b the radial position might increase the
maximum incidence angles slightly. ‘

The comparison of the experimental and theoretical mcdrum incidence
angles for the theoretical radial locations (fig. 6) shows these positions
in a very pessimistic light since the maximum experimental values of
incidence angle are too small for any practical purposes. The data of
figure 7 indicate that at station O.OU a slight increase in the sensi-
tivityboundary increases the allowable mximum incidence angle appre-
ciably. In the interpretation of these particular data for the theo-
retical orifice locations, it should be realized that an exbremely criti-
cal application of theory has been made in that the ~ discrepancy
tolerated between experiment and theory in the pressure increment due to
incidence is only O.01 in pressure coefficient. The data of figure 6 or
8 show that for all axial s@tions the permissible incidence angles at
the modified radial locations are relatively high, at least 10°, so that
further considerations are not restricted to the theoretical station

()dr—=0 for maximum
dx

incidence.

The main problems as yet to be considered in the analysis involve
the following:

(1) The effects of yaw on the static pressures stice, up to the
present, it has been tacitly assumed that no yaw is present.

(2) The effects of Wch number on the static-pressure readings.

Yaw effects.- The entfie analysis in the preceding section h& been
in terms of the incidence angle which is defined as the angle between the
body axis and the relative wind. In practical configurations which use
a fixed-orifice position, interpretation of these results in terms of-
pitch and yaw is more important; hence, the incidence angle has been

.—_..—--- — —.—-.—— - - -. -..—- —.-—----— —
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geometrically separated tito pitch and yaw angles. Since the incidence
angles have been separated into pitch and yaw angles, the radial orifice
location is i.ndicatedby @o. The determination of the pitch and yaw

attitudes from a given set of incidence data can be made by resolving
the incidence angle G to any pitch-yaw attitude corresponding to this
incidence. (See reference 2, for example.) When this resolution was
~de, the incidence angle was assumed to be sndll so that it could be
taken directlyas the vector sum of the angle of attack aridthe angle
of yaw. The results of this analysis are presented in figures 9 to 11
for the three representative stations for which experimental data have
been obtained. Fpr each station, the maximum permissible yaw boundaries
are plotted as a function of angle of attack for the theoretical radial
orifice locations inspa@ (a) of figures 9 to ll; and for the mo~ied ‘
radial locations in parts (b) and (c) of figures 9 to 11.1 For the modi-
fied radial locations, two separate systems are considered. One system
(part (b) of figs. 9 to 11} utilizes a single orHice located as specified

(go) ~th resPect,to the angle-of+ttack pine; the second system (part (c)
of figs. 9 to 11) utillzes two orfiices located symmetricallywith respect
to the angle-of-ttack plane. In this second system, the two ofiices
are assumed to be connected to a common chamber with only the chamber
pressure known. For the purpose of this analysis, the chamber pressure
is assumed to be equal to the average of the pressure readings at the
two individual orifices. Fo& figures 9 to 11, the theoretical curves
correspond to the theoretical radial positions of the orifices. For a
given attitude to remin within the prescribed sensitivity requirements,
the point must remti between the boundary curves shown.

me data of figures 9 to 11 reemphasize the superiority of the
modified orMice locations and indicate an appreciable improvement as
regards maxdmum attainable angle of attack without PW. It is quite
evident, however, that a single orifice (part (b) of figs. 9 to 11)
located even at the tidHied radial position is quite limited with
respect to yaw considerations. The regions of the curves (part (b) of
figs. 9 to E) corresponding to large pw values are of no practical
significance since they correspond to such specialized pitch-yaw com-
binations. The twa-crfiice system (part (c) of figs. 9 to H) shows a.
marked improvement with respect to yaw although, as would be anticipated,
no change in mximum attainable angle of attack occurs. This improvement
results from the balancing of opposing trends on the individual ortiices.,

lAlthough pitch and yaw
ric variables in the present
be noted that the conversion
can be accomplished by means

attitude have been treated as the geomet-
section and in figures 9 to 11, it should
to equivalent-roll angle at’f&ed incidence
of the approximate relations:

-1 y
angle = -tan

a

.

.

1

.,

.

Roll

—. — —— .–.—
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In general, the. maximum practical pitch-yaw ranges for a two-orifice
system are:

Station Orifice locations .

x/L 9
Maxamum angle of atthck Max5mum yaw angle

(deg)
(deg) (deg)

0.024 ti7 10 i “
●333 -5+2 20 a,
.618 &37.5 16 *S

A slight increase in maximtm angle of attack to 21° is possible for
station 0.333 (fig. 1O(C)) at a sacflice in yaw-angle range.

In reality, the experimental boundary curves presented in part (c)
of figu’es 9 to l.1were not-symmetrical with respect to positive and
negative yaw at the high incidence angles due to asymmetrical separation
over the downwind side of the body. Since the regions of the b~undary
curves affected by this asymmetrical separation are outside the useful
limits for the,present discussion, the boundary curves were made sym-
metrical by taking the flow over one side of the body to be the same as
over the other side.

.

Further improvement in both systems with regard to yaw considerations
may be possible 3f a single counter-balancedfin is mounted on the tube
and the tube is allowed one degree of freedom to rotate about its own
axis so that the orifices are alined in the plane of the incidence angle.
Such a scheme, however, would probably entail a separate investigation.

Mach number effects.- According to the approximate theory, the pres-
sures due to incidence are not affected by Mach number; therefore, in .
the absence of additional experimental data on this model at other Mach
numbers to examine the validity’of this appro-tion, the influence of
Mch number on the static pressure in axially symmetric flow only is
considered. The dependence of this pressure on the Mach number (eqpa-
tion (2)) is shown in figure.12in terms of the pressure coefficient and
the static-pressureratio. The effects of Mach”number are small. If
a total-pressure reading is available, a correction factor, obtainable
from figure 12, can be applied since the Mach number is established when
the surface pressure and the total pressure are known.

The effects of Mach number also enter the analysis in the assumed
sensitivity of 0.01 in pressure coefficient. This value corresponds to
a static-pressure error of apprmtely 1 percent at a Mch number of
1.2 and 4.s percent ataMach number of 2.5. For a fixed percentage
error in static pressures, therefore, the permissible error in pressure
coefficient must decrease with Mach number.

The mgnitude and variation with Mach number of the pressure coef-
ficient for zero incidence (P) depends upon the slenderness of the body,

,
----- .-. —.-—..- .--— ---- .— — .— - —.. . ---— --- .
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both decreasing as the body becomes more slender. This result indicates
the desirability of using a cotientional cylindrical pitot-static or
static ttie alone. For such a tube, with the_static orfiices sufficiently
far from the nose, the pressure coefficient P is zero for all Wch
numbers (subsonic and supersonic) and the idtil radial locations for a
2-orifice system are theoretically *30°. Some modification in the direc-
tion of *37.s0, however, might prove advantageous as was the case for the ‘

parabohc body.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Experimental data obtained in the Langley 4- by 4-foot supersonic
tunnel for a parabolic body of revolution of large fineness ratio at a

Wch number of 1.59 and a Reynolds number of 3.6 x 106 have been analyzed
to locate positions at which static-pressure orifices in~cated a con-
stant static pressure -(streamstatic or otherwise) independent of the
pitch-yaw attitude.of the body. The results show that, by locating two
orzii?icesat symmetrical radial positions yith respect to the-angle-of-
attack plane and by using a single pressure given by the average of the
two orifice readings, appreciable pitch~wmnges can be obtained while
a constant static pressure is maintained.” The proper radial positions

.

of the otiices vary with the axial location. At the front of the body
tested, the proper radial positions are ~~” measured from the bottom

“ of the body; at l/3 of the body length, the locations are *52°; and at .
the ~ diameter, the locations are *37.5?. For this llachnumber
‘a@ at these stations,.the mximumaqgles ‘ofattack obtaimble within a

s@tic-pr&ure errorof l? percent ’were.lO”,20°, and,16°, respecti,vely~

These aigle%f-attick.~~s”~~ere unc~e~by yaw provided the;yaw.“
amzles %re 18ss than +~~,“*O, .and*~O, respectively. -

. .

.
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Figure 2.-Model mounted in test section of
supersonic tunnel.
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of revolution. ~
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